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Galaxy Evolution

CDM structure formation + 
feedback provides a good 
basic description to observed 
galaxy evolution

Pillepich et al. 2018

• Still challenging to reproduce steep 
evolution in SFR since z=2

• Role of large scale structure on 
galaxy evolution still poorly 
understood

• Many uncertainties in how 
feedback energy is coupled to the 
gas



Galaxy Evolution

Requires densely sampled, 
wide field spectroscopy of 
faint galaxies

Pillepich et al. 2018

In particular
• Low mass galaxies
• Galaxies at cosmic noon 

(1.5<z<3)



MSE Advantages

• Unique ability to 
conduct deep and 
wide surveys

• Large wavelength 
coverage, from 
400nm to 1800nm

• Availability of “next 
generation” 
photometric 
surveys (e.g. 
UNIONS) for target 
selection

astromap.icrar.org

http://astromap.icrar.org


Surveys

Bette
r

Survey Area (sq. deg) zlow zhi Selection N (103) Density (103/sq deg)

W1 3200 0 0.2 i<23 6000 1.9
D0 100 0 0.2 i<24.5 800 8.0
D1 20 1.5 2.0 i<25.3 220 11.0
D2 80 2.0 2.5 i<25.3 360 4.5
D3 80 2.5 3.0 i<25.3 200 2.6

Better

MSE-D0

MSE-D0

MSE-D(all)



•MSE can open up the 
mystery of dwarf 
galaxies and low mass 
halos in the local 
Universe.

• The regime of M<107

Msol can be probed in 
a large volume (~ Gpc3) 
for the first time. MSE

Fillingham+ 2015

Low Redshift Galaxies

MSE DSC 2019



Cosmic Star Formation History

• A SDSS-like survey at the 
peak of star formation would 
open up many science 
opportunities.

• Key issue is to probe 
representative volumes with 
high completeness. These 
need to be of order Gpc3.

Driver+ 2018

Cosmic Noon



MSE - A New Extra-Galactic 
Near-IR Paradigm

Optical
redshift
desert

HJYzirgu

• Key new parameter 
space for extra-galactic 
science is H-band.

• This allows us to 
observe over the z~2 
redshift desert in survey 
mode for the first time 
(caveat VLT/MOONS, 
with fewer fibre hours 
available).

Cosmic Noon

Deep Dwarfs

Ancillary

MSE DSC 2016



MSE - Survey at Cosmic Noon

MSE DSC 2019



MSE - Survey at Cosmic Noon

• With a careful photo-z 
selection it should be possible 
to probe beyond M* out to 
z=3.

•At z=1.5 we will have all 
classic line diagnostics (so a 
Sloan-like survey at cosmic 
noon).

• Even at z=3 we will cover the 
4000 A break with MSE.

MSE DSC 2019
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Tran+ 2015

MSE - Survey at Cosmic Noon

• Having H-band gives access 
to metallicity diagnostics 
across cosmic-noon.

• Current samples are small 
and in some tension over this 
key age regime, and do not 
probe the full range of 
environment (i.e. they do not 
sample a representative 
volume).



MSE - Complementary 
Tomographic Mapping

•2>z<3 surveys will 
naturally allow for a 
next generation high 
impact tomographic 
mapping survey 
(foreground and most 
of background).

•This would have similar 
source density to 
CLAMATO, and would 
be ~4 times the 
volume of anything 
planned on PFS.



MSE – Extragalactic Summary

MSE will  provide transformational insights into galaxy formation and 
evolution via large surveys of the faint universe.

e.g.:
• Sloan-like survey at 1.5<z<3, providing insight into Cosmic Noon 

comparable to what SDSS did for z=0
• Unprecedented statistical studies of low-mass galaxies in all environments at 

z=0
• Tomographic mapping of the IGM
• Build the largest sample of spectroscopically confirmed z>4 galaxies
• Low luminosity AGN and coevolution with galaxies



Extra slides

MSE - Extra Galactic



MSE - Surveys in Context

• In terms of pushing 
depth and area, 
MSE will be the 
leading survey at all 
redshifts.

Better

MSE DSC 2019



MSE - Surveys in Context

• Deep surveys 
combined (D1/2/3) 
will contain close to 
1m galaxies. Hence 
MSE is capable of 
doing an SDSS-like 
survey at cosmic 
noon.

• DESI-BGS will have 
the most overlap 
with MSE-W1, but it 
has a much 
shallower selection.

Better

MSE DSC 2019



MSE - Surveys in Context

• No real competition 
for large galaxy 
evolution surveys at 
2<z<3.

Better

MSE DSC 2019



MSE - Survey at Cosmic Noon

MSE DSC 2019



MSE - Survey Considerations

• LSST, Euclid and WFIRST should 
offer a wealth of appropriate 
depth surveys for MSE.

• Complexity will be ensuring a 
good trade off in depth and 
completeness.

• With MSE, the limiting factor will 
be multi-plexing. Ex-gal sources 
are extremely dense on sky at the 
kind of depths we will target 
(m>23). We could efficiently use 
40,000.

MSE DSC 2019

MOONS



• LSST, Euclid and WFIRST should 
offer a wealth of appropriate 
depth surveys for MSE.

• Complexity will be ensuring a 
good trade off in depth and 
completeness.

• With MSE, the limiting factor will 
be multi-plexing. Ex-gal sources 
are extremely dense on sky at the 
kind of depths we will target 
(m>23). We could efficiently use 
40,000 fibres.

MSE - Survey Considerations

Not the case for halo stars…


